Since both change sign under a transposition, their quotient will remain unchanged, putting it into the class of symmetric functions. A general formula for finding this symmetric function has been the goal of much research in the last half century.
Thus far two ways of treating this subject have been introduced. One Oï these involves the determination of a general method for finding the quotient of a generalized Vandermonde determinant by the Vandermonde determinant of its variables in terms of symmetric functions. This method has been used by W. Woolsey Johnson* and, in an entirely different manner, by Thomas Muir.f The second method of approach, used by both MuirJ and E. D. Roe, Jr., § consists of the multiplication of the Vandermonde determinant by a symmetric function and the expression of this product as an integral rational function of generalized Vandermonde determinants in the same variables.
The object of this paper is to develop a new method of treating this problem, consisting in first expressing every generalized Vandermonde determinant as an integral rational function of certain special Vandermonde determinants.
This leads to a solution of the problem mentioned above; and it gives, in conjunction with a theorem of Muir's, a direct method for expressing an integral symmetric function of n variables in terms of the elementary symmetric functions. In this treatment of the subject, the determinant
will be called the principal Vandermondian and will be represented by the notation \n -\,n -2, ■ ■ ■ ,1,0|. The matrix formed from this determinant by adding the «th power of the variables as an extra row will be called the Vandermonde matrix and will be represented by the symbol ||», w -1, • • • , 1, 0||. And the determinant formed from this matrix by omitting the (« -& + l)th row, or the (¿ + l)th term in the symbol, will be represented by |», »-1, • • • ,n -k + l,n -k -1, • • • ,l,0|or briefly by V"k, in which the first subscript, n, denotes the number of variables, and the second subscript, k, indicates that the (¿ + l)th term has been omitted from the symbol for the Vandermonde matrix, \\n, n -\, • • • , 1, 0||.H The special case k = 0 gives the principal Vandermondian Fn0. The determinants Vnk, where k ¿¿0, will be called secondary Vandermondians. The first section of this paper is concerned with expressing any generalized Vandermonde determinant in terms of the principal and secondary Vandermondians.
Secondary Vandermondians and elementary symmetric functions. Notations
Since the quotient of any generalized Vandermonde determinant by the principal Vandermondian is always a symmetric function, we can express it rationally in terms of elementary symmetric functions. We will now show that every elementary symmetric function of «i, • • • , a" is expressible rationally in terms of the principal and secondary Vandermondians in these variables. Consider the equation (1) pox" + pix"-1 + • • • + pn-ix + pn = 0.
whose roots are ai, a2, ■ ■ ■ , an. We then have
By substituting each of the roots in equation (1), we obtain n identities:
We look upon these identities as stating that po, pi, ■ ■ ■ , pn satisfy a system of n equations in the p's. The matrix of this system of n equations in n+1 un- Using the corollary to Theorem I to change the p's to the V's, multiplying the odd rows and the even columns of the two determinants through by -1, dividing through by V0 and by the proper power of the proportionality factor p, and introducing the symbol D?, we obtain « equations which may be considered as homogeneous equations in Dkn-n+2, Dkn-n+i, and « -1 other variables which differ from the M's by the factor Vo, multiplied by some power of p. Solving these equations for the ratio of Z>4n_"+2 and Z>"_"+i, we find Vo\k + l,n-2, ■■ ■ ,1,0\ : \ k, n -2, ■ ■ ■ , 1,0| = Z?*»_+2:FV_+i. Hence we find that Fo*-»| k,n-2, ••• , 1,01 =FV_n+1.
We have therefore proved the following theorem :
Theorem II. The generalized Vandermonde determinant \k, n -2, ■ ■ • , 1, 0 | multiplied by the ik-n)th power of the principal V andermondian is equal to the determinant Dkn-n+i isee Definition I).
3. The determinants \k,j, n -3, ■ ■ ■ , 1, 0|
Our next task is to develop a formula for the determinant in which the two highest exponents of the variables are allowed to vary. We shall attempt to compare \k, j, n -3, where the ¿7's are polynomials in the p's. If, in the determinant which is the coefficient of a,3', we move the elements of the last column to their natural position, the (k-j)th column, we obtain ( -1)j'-»+i multiplying a determinant the form of Dkn-n+i but having for its elements p's instead of Vs. If, in the coefficient of a¡"-2 we interchange rows and columns and invert the order of the rows and columns, we get a determinant differing from Z>fcn_n+i {j-n+2} only in that we have p's for elements instead of Vs. Now apply the corollary to Theorem I to both determinants to change the p's to Vs. All of the elements-of the coefficient of a,-' will be positive if we multiply the odd rows and even columns by -1. To accomplish the same thing in the coefficient of a,"-2, we multiply the first/-re+2 rows by -1 and then multiply the odd rows and the even columns by -1. This gives us 
The general Vandermondian
By the use of mathematical induction we shall now prove the formula for the determinant in which we vary any number of exponents of the variables. We note the special case in Theorem III and then proceed to compare \h, k, ■ ■ ■ , t" n-s -l, where it is to be understood that Pk = 0, whenever k>n. Writing this determinant as the sum of w+1 determinants by regarding the last column as the sum of n columns each of which has the same power of a in all of its elements, we obtain where the M's and the A's are polynomials in the p's. Let us consider the determinants which are the coefficients of o¿'« and o¿n_*. Place the elements of the last column of the coefficient of Oi'* in their natural position, the iti -te-s+2)th column; then interchange rows and columns; then invert the order of the rows and columns, giving us ( -l),,+*~n_1 multiplying a determinant of the form of Dtl-n+i {t2-n+2,t3-n+3, • • • , i,_i-n+s-\), but having for its elements p's in place of Vs. If, in the coefficient of a?-*, we interchange rows and columns and then invert the order of rows and columns, we get a determinant differing from Z>("_"+i{í2-»+2, t3-n+3,
• • • , t,-n+s} only in that the elements are p's instead of Vs. We now apply the corollary to Theorem I to both determinants to change the p's to Vs. All of the elements of the coefficient of a<'' will be positive if we multiply the first h-n+2 rows by -1, the first t3-n+3 rows again by -1, • • • the first t,-i-n+s -1 rows again by -1 ; and then multiply the odd rows and even columns by -1. This requires Q^I2 '/""**+Í)+*i~"**+l"*£í-i*í -n+j changes in sign. When this number is added to the t,-n+s -1 changes mentioned above, we get -1+ ]£'=i¿,-n+j changes. We can make all of the changes of the coefficient of a?~" positive by multiplying the first h-n+2 rows by -1, the first t3-n+3 rows again by -1, :Z>"-.+i{<2 -n + 2,t3 -n + 3, ■ ■ ■ , /,_i -n + s -l}.
Multiplying the left members of the proportion by Vntl~n and noting the special case where 5 = 2, and t,-i = k, and t,=j in the preceding theorem, we have Vo'*-n\ti,t2, ■ ■ ■ , t"n-5-1, • • • , 1,0 | = Dnh-n+i{t2 -n + 2,t3 -n + 3, ■ ■ ■ , t, -n + s}.
We may now state our general theorem :
Theorem IV. The generalized Vandermonde determinant \h, t2, ■ ■ ■ , t" n-s -l,--,l,0\ multiplied by the ih -n)th power of the principal Vandermondian is equal to the determinant Z>"-»+i {h-n+2, t3-n+3, ■ ■ ■ , t,-n +s}.
Symmetric functions
We shall now use the preceding results to devise a method for expressing any integral rational symmetric function in terms of elementary symmetric functions.
To accomplish this, we make use of the following theorem of Muir's: The product of a simple alternant and a single symmetric function of its variables is expressible by a sum of simple alternants, whose indices are got by arranging the variables in every term of the symmetric function in the same order, and adding the indices of each term to the indices of the original alternant, the first to the first, the second to the second, and so on. The highest exponent which can occur in the symbols for any of these general Vandermondians is m0+n -l and the number of exponents in these symbols which are increased above what they are for the principal Vandermondian is at most /, since there are only t exponents in the given symmetric function. Hence the highest subscript in any of the D's is ma+n -l -n + l and no D followed by a brace can have more than t elements in the brace. Hence the highest subscript in any V can not exceed m0+t, but since mhm2, ■ ■ ■, mt are all greater than or equal to 1, it follows that r = w0+£í=tw¿ = Wo+/, so that no subscript of any V can exceed r.
Before concluding the paper, it may not be amiss to present another example. In order to express£a362 in terms of elementary symmetric functions, we multiply it by the principal Vandermondian in 5 variables: 
